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I. Introduction and Summary 
Three dimensional gauge theories are of interest for many 

different reasons. For example, cuclidean three dimensional 
gauge theories correspond to the high temperature of a four 
dimensional gauge theory'1). In addition to this, three 
dimensional QCD (QCD3) constitutes an interesting model for the 
study of the confinement phenomenal2)!3'-'4). Other interesting 
effects that can be studied in three dimensions are the non 
perturbative cure of massless infrared divergences'5' and the 
existence of parity violating gluon masses <6>-<7> consistent with 
the gauge invariance of the action. These parity violating terms 
can also be constructed in the case of a graviton in 2+1 
dimensions'7), making it a propagating field. 

Here we want to discuss yet another effect that can take 
place in odd dimensional gauge theories. This is the possibility 
of constructing generally covariant gauge theories with a 
compact gauge group, without the need of introducing an 
independent metric field. The metric in these models can be 
expressed as a function of the gauge fields. 

We discuss how the models discussed here (to be refered to 
as "geometric QCD") could arise from ordinary QCD in an odd 
number of dimensions. This could happen if, starting from 
ordinary QCD, which is formulated using a given background 
metric and therefore not generally covariant, we were to 
functionally integrate over fluctuations associated with 
coordinate transformations of the gauge fields. By construction, 
the result would have to be generally covariant, and the 
operators that should appear in the so obtained effective action 
are those considered in geometric QCD. 

For three euclidean dimensions and for gauge groups big 
enough to contain at least an SO(3) subgroup, we can obtain non 
singular metrics this way provided the gauge fields aquire non 
trivial expectation values. In the cases of the non abelian 
groups SU(2) and SU(3), it is possible to obtain a vacuum state 
which is isotropic (that is rotationally invariant) and 
homogeneous, provided the metric tensor in such vacuum state 
is flat- The rotational invariance of the vacuum state is only up 
to a gauge transformation as we will see. 

Geometric QCD3 at the classical (or tree) level, shares at 
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least one property that QCD3 has at the quantum level: this is 
the fact that the vacuum state contains a condensate of gauge 
fields (gauge field condensation in QCD3 has been discused for 
example in Refs. 3, 4 and in the last paper of Ref.5). Our 
discussion on how is it possible to reconcile a condensation of 
gauge fields with rotational invariance should be of use in a 
discussion of ordinary QCD3 as we will argue, even if geometric 
QCD3 and ordinary QCD3 may be found to differ in other aspects. 

Also, we discuss how by introducing Higgs fields that aquire 
an expectation value, we obtain in this way a spontaneous 
breakdown of the homogeneity and isotropy of the vacuum state. 
The physical reason for this effect is clear: since in the 
absence of a Higgs field expectation value, the isotropy i.e. the 
rotational invariance of the vacuum is only up to a gauge 
transformation, further breakdown of the gauge symmetry is 
expected to lead to a breakdown of the isotropy of the vacuum. 
This type of effect one can see is more general than the model 
discussed here, for example it will appear in any model that 
exhibits gauge field condensation plus symmetry breaking 
induced by a Higgs field, that is the general coordinate 
invariance of the model is not required for this particular 
aspect. 

Finally, we mention how the ideas mentioned here can be 
generalized to four and other even dimensions. 

II. Geometric QCD 
Let us consider, in an odd number of dimensions, possible 

ways of constructing theories with local gauge invariance 
under a certain compact gauge group and having also general 
coordinate invariance. 

Let us first define the dynamical variables: the fundamental 
object of the theory will be the vector potential \ a . It is also 
useful to define the matrix A (1=A^ Ta, where Ta are the 
generators of the compact group (We conventionally will 
choose the antihermitian Ta so that Tr( Ta Tb) - -28ab and define 
the completely antisymmetric structure constants t ^ through 
the relation [ Ta,Tb ] = t ^ Tc). 

Under a local gauge transformation co<x), A^ transforms as 
follows: 
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AM (x) ^ A'M (x) = tofxJA,, (x) o)(x)-i + fy (o{x))w(x)-i (1) 

and the field strength F^Tg = FMV, defined through the relation: 

FMV = 3̂  Av - 3VA^ + [A,,, AJ (2a) 

transforms un<1er (1) according to the simple rule: 

(x) = W(x)F(lv(x)(o(x)-i (2b) 

We now address ourselves to the question of defining a 
suitable dynamics for the variables defined above. The 
dynamics, we will demand be invariant under the local gauge 
transformations (1) and also we want to have invariance under 
general coordinate transformations. 

Furthermore, it is our goal here to achieve both gauge 
invariance and general coordinate invariance without 
introducing any other dynamical variables besides the ones the 
described above, i.e. just the gauge potentials A^. 

We first show how this works in three dimensions, which is 
the main subject of this paper, and then afterwards, in the last 
part of this section show how this can be generalized to other 
odd dimensional theories. 

In three dimensions let us define the "magnetic" field 
strength, B*1 = BfaTa = 2-1et»v«Fva, where &va is the totally 
antisymmetric Levi-Cicita symbol, defined as 1 for even 
permutations of (n,v,<x) =(1,2,3), -1 for odd permutations of 
(1,2,3) and 0 if any of the indices (n,v,a) is repeated. 

We can then define an object g^v, through the relation: 

go.'1' = Bfa B«a, where g=det(g) lv), and g(lv = (gMv)-i (3) 

the inverse gMV will be identified and used as with the metric 
tensor of the space manifold of tlie theory. 

According to (3), gfv is gauge invariant and transforms like a 
contravariant tensor of second order. The factor of g in the left 
hand side OT (3) takes care of the fact that B^ is not a 
contravariant vector, but a pseu^o r-.rtravariant vector of 
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weight +1. 

From (3) we can solve g in terms of B»a B
v

a: taking 

determinant on both sides, we get: gSg-1- g 2 - det(Bfa &a), so 

that 

V» - [ det(B«c BPC)]-1« Bna Bva (4) 

It is easy to see, that g>" as defined by (4) is always 

euclidean, i.e., gfv is in all cases an object with positive 

definite eigenvalues. 

In the case of an SU(2) group <x,p as well as a and c in (4) run 

over three values, so that B"a can be regarded as a 3x3 matrix B, 

and B«c B3C - (BB7)"? where BJ denotes the transverse of the 

matrix B and the usual definition of product of matrices has 

been used. 

We get then for the SU(2) case g 2 - det(B«c BP0) - dei((BBT)«0) 

- (det( B»c))2, so that g- | det( B«c)| and g ^ . !det(B«c )|-1 Bna Bva . 

Equation (4) reminds us of the tetrad formalism, where a 

metric is expressed as the inner product of two tetrads (as 

goP-e°aePb8ab), except that here the tetrads 

e ° e - [ det(Bfa Bva)]-1« B»c are not treated here fundamental 

dynamical variables (see for example Ref. 8 for standard tetrad 

formalism where tetrads are treated as the fundamental 

dynamical variables), here, e a
c is a local function of the non 

abelian vector potentials. 

It is clear that in order for (4) to make sense, we have to 

have to be considering a non abelian theory, otherwise the 

determinant in (4) will be zero, since in the abelian case the 

group index c runs over just one value . Ba
c - B° and det(Ba BP) -

0, since we can always, by a suitable rotation take B1 - f -

something, while B2 - B3 - 0, so that B° BP has the eigenvalues 

f 2 , 0 , 0 . 

In the non abelian case (4) can make sense, and (4) can define 

an acceptable metric through (4). We can then define curvature 

and other geometric quantities using g ^ • (g>>v)-1 and gfv 

defined as in (4), and for example define a geometrically 

inspired action for the dynamics of the system, as could be the 

one given by S - 1 (g)1/2 X d3x, with % given by 
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% - -(16jiG)-i(R(gtlv) + A) 

where g ^ is defined through (4) and the scalar curvature R(g|lv) 

is defined in terms of gRV as usual. (5) is the standard General 

Relativity Theory action with a cosmological constant A, and 

"Newton's constant" G, but the very important difference here is 

that the fundamental dynamical variables are not the guv , but 

the vector potentials A^. It is interesting to note that the 

cosmological constant term A(g)1/2, is up to a constant equal to 

(g)1/2gt,vg°*FMaa F vpa. i e - , i k e a "standard" kinetic term for a 

gauge field, with the basic difference that gi" is here a function 

of the gauge fields as well. Other terms can be added to (5), like 

a possible Chern- Simons mass term, a possibility in three 

dimensions!6)*7). 

Notice that from the definition (4), it follows that R -

gtivga&F^ Fvpa - constant, and this indicates the existence of a 

gauge field condensate in the theory, we will see this in more 

details in chapter IV. 

Although the main emphasis in the present paper is on three 

dimensions, it should be noted that similar constructions are 

possible in other odd number of dimensions. 

Up to now, we have been working with the pseudo tensor 

e ^ F ^ e ^ ' Ivp-a 'n t n r e e dimensions. In order to generalize to 

higher dimensions, it is useful to note that this is, up to a 

numerical factor equal to et"**- ev»'F0paFa.p.a. This leads us to 

consider in five dimensions, the following definition for the 

metric tensor: 

ggl.v ,ei«»-«"«~eM0l>rr Fa|fcF0.p.aF„TbF„..frb 

where g - det(g„v) and g ^ - (gnv)-1 

one can easily check that g^v as given by (6) is symmetric and 
corresponds to a contravariant tensor. Again one can solve for g 
in terms of F„pa by taking determinant on both sides of (6). The 
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resulting expression for g,,v can be inserted into a purely 
geometrically motivated lagrangian density, like (5) for 
example, where again g^v is not the fundamental variable, but a 
local function of A^. 

III. How one could arrive at such models 
Of course one should ask the question of how the above 

action could arise in physics. 
One of course can take such models as the starting point, i.e. 

postulate them and go on from these models and explore their 
structure, some of which generalizes to other types of models 
that share the effect of gauge field condensation with the 
models considered here, that is, use them as a theoretical 
laboratory. 

While that is a fruitful way of thinking about these models, 
we want to briefly discuss in this section ways in which these 
theories could arise not as the starting point but as effective 
theories that result after the functional integration of some 
degrees of freedom, the starting theory being a more standardly 
defined gauge theory. 

To see how this could come about, let us consider a 
standardly defined gauge theory, formulated in an odd number of 
dimensions and in a gjyjso (i.e. not dynamical) background metric 
G,,v. The action being S- J(G)1/ZX d°x, where 

l-e-ZGoPG^trtF^Fpe) (7) 

Here F v̂ is defined in terms of the gauge potentials as in eq. 
(2), and e being a gauge coupling constant. 

Now consider (7) as defining a quantum theory, i.e., we must 
consider functional integration with respect to A^ (using the 
appropiate Faddeev-Popov measure) of exp(iS). 

When considering functional integration, sometimes one 
integrates over some degrees of freedom and then obtains an 
effective action where the integrated variables have 
dissapeared. 

When defining the action (7), since it is defined in a given 
background G^ , we have that (7) is not general coordinate 
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invariant. However, we can consider functionally integrating 
fluctuations associated with general coordinate transformation, 
i.e. over the transformations x'f » xv (xv), where A^a transforms 
as 

\ai*) -» A'^X') = (3xv/ 3xV) A ^ x ) 

or defining SA^x*) from (8) as 

AVa(x) - A^x ) + 8\a{x) 

We have that the integration over SA^x) of exp(iS), with S 
given by (7), has to produce a result which is independent of 
coordinate transformations, i.e. it must be general coordinate 
invariant, since general coordinate transformations are being 
integrated out. Furthermore, no dynamical metric can be 
introduced by the operation of integrating out the SA^fx) (if 
anything the operation of integrating out degrees of freedom 
reduces the number of degrees of freedom in the resulting 
effective action). 

Therefore, the result must be & generally covariant action 
and a function of A^x ) alone, no dynamical metric can appear. 
Therefore, operators like those discussed in the previous 
section concerning the construction of geometric QCO in odd 
number of dimensions can appear in this way. 

When discussing theories at high temperatures, a four 
dimensional gauge theory is known to reduce to the 
corresponding euclidean three dimensional theory in the limit of 
infinite temperature'1). A further reduction from QCD3 to 
geometric QCD3 could be achieved by performing the integration 
of all possible coordinate transformations that involve the 
three spatial coordinates. 

We have excluded from the effective action of geometric 
QCD3 parity violating terms that one can construct in terms of 
g^ in three dimensions <7>, because we imagine geometric QCD3 

as an effective action for an original gauge theory which was 
parity conserving. In any case, the addition of such terms would 
not affect the discussion of the gauge field condensation, which 
is the point we focus mostly in this paper, although it would of 
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course affect other aspects of the theory. 

That is, we have not exhibited here the most general form 
possible for geometric QCD3, but rather, we want to study 
consequences of certain models and argue latter that these 
consequences are quite general. Some of the effects, as we 
mention in section VI, generalize to theories that do not have 
general coordinate invariance, but share the property of gauge 
field condensation discussed in next section. 

IV The Vacuum Structure of Geometric QCD3 

As we already mentioned, just from the definition (4) we 
have that g'wgnPFluia Fv?a = constant. This constant can be made 
equal to any positive number we choose, if we introduce an 
arbitrary constant X into (4), i.e. if instead of (4) we consider 
gfv = XI det(B«c BPc)]-

1/2 Bfa B
v
a. Here we will stick to (4), i.e. we 

set X = 1. 
We are going to consider solutions of the equations of motion 

derived from (5), with g^v defined as in (3) and (4), which can be 
considered as good candidates for the vacuum of the theory. 

The following observation will be very useful for the purpose 
of finding those solutions: consider a variation of the action S: 

(6S/5A„a(y)) = Jd3x (SS/SgHv(x))(8g^(x)/8Aaa(y)) 

where we have used the functional chain rule. From (5) we see 
that the functional dependence of S on Aaa is only through its 
dependence on gi"\ Furthermore, because of this and as it is 
clear from (10), a solution of 

(SS/agcv (x)) = 0 

is going to satisfy also (8S/8 Aaa(y)) = 0. A consistency 
condition has to be checked however: this is that for the 
solution for gt" found from (11), we must find some vector 
potential A„a, such th.it the solution of (11) can be expressed in 
terms of that A ^ through equations (3), (4). 

In what follows, we are going to limit ourselves to solutions 

http://th.it
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that can be obtained in such a way. These may not be the most 
general solutions of the equations of motion, but they contain as 
we will see, solutions that represent good candidates for the 
vacuum state of the theory. 

To begin our analysis, let us consider first the simplest case 
when A = 0 in (5). Then the only euclidean solution of 
(SS/Sgcv (x)) = 0 is the flat one, i.e. g»v = frv. The reason for this 
is that (SS/Sg*"' (x)) = 0 implies 

GMV - FVv - ( 1 / 2 ^ R = 0 ( R v̂ = Ra|lpvg°P) 

In three dimensions, the full Ricci tensor R ^ can be 
expressed in terms of G^ (see for example Ref. 10): 

R « ^ v = -e«v7epv8G5
Y 

so that if Gj,v = 0, we get RatlPv = 0, i.e. there are no non vanishing 
curvature components, and the space must be flat, i.e. g^v = &»v. 

Now we want to cee whether, given gfv = &v, that there is a 
solutions for the vector potentials, such that (3) and (4) are 
satisfied. Only after this is checked can gi" = 5^v be considered 
as a legitimate solution according to our previous discussion. 

We will see that this is indeed the case when the gauge group 
considered contains SO(3) as a subgroup. This, for example, can 
be if the group is SU{N), N > 2 or SO(N) with N > 3, etc. 

In such a case, consider non vanishing values for A ^ in an 
SO(3) subspace, i.e. limit the values of a to a = 1,2,3 and Ta for a 
= 1,2,3 being the SO(3) generators. In such a case Fpvl, = d^ Ava -
dv^a • EatxAibAvc- Now *al<e t n e special constant gauge field 
configuration 

AMa = ^a for u, a = 1,2,3 

which produces the field strength F^., = - e^j, and the magnetic 
field strength Ba

a = - 8a
a, which of course leads to the metric g^v 

= [ det(B«c BPc)]-
1/2 Bca 8

v
a = 6^ . 

Notice that the field configuration (14) is rotationally 
invariant only if the rotation of the space index u is carried out 
simultaneously with a rotation in the internal group index a, 
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with a matrix equal to that usod in the space rotation, i.e., we 
have rotational invariance (or isotropy) of the vacuum up to a 
gauge transformation. The homogeneity (or translation 
invariance) of the vacuum is obvious and requires no discussion, 
since 8^a is space independent, so invaiiance under translations 
is obvious. 

Now, let us limit our discussion to the groups SU(2) (or 
SO(3)) and SU(3), and consider the case when A * 0 in (5). In such 
case, as in the case A = 0, the solution of (SS/Sg^ (x)) = 0 is 
unique, since the Einstein tensor G^ = R^ - ( 1 / 2 ^ R 
determines the whole curvature tensor through equation (13). 

The solution of (SS/Sgi" (x))» 0 are spaces of constant 
curvature, positive or negative depending if A > 0 or if A < 0. 

A three dimensional space with constant positive curvature 
is equivalent to the three dimensional sphere that can be 
considered as embedded in a higher dimensional euclidean space 
( Xi , X2, x3 , x4): 

(x, )2 + (x2)2 + (x3)2 + (x4)2 = constant (15) 

which has SO(4) symmetry. But if we limit ourselves to the 
internal groups SO(3) (or SU(2)) and SU(3), we have that these 
internal groups do not contain SO(4) as a subgroup and this 
means that the possibility of constructing an homogeneous and 
isotropic vacuum in this case is not possible, even if it is 
invariance up to a gauge transformation. 

This is because here, unlike in the A = 0 case, i.e. (14), the 
gauge group is not big enough to compensate an SO(4) rotation of 
the space index u of A,,a with an SO(4) transformation of the 
internal index a. This is because SO(4) is not contained as a 
subgroup of neither SU(2) (or SO(3)) or SU(3). 

A discussion following similar lines can be given to see that 
in the case of constant negative curvature, it is also impossible 
to construct an homogeneous and isotropic vacuum up to a gauge 
transformation. 

The particular feature of flat space is that the homogeneity 
and isotropy can be clearly separated into the translations 
times the rotation group. The rotation group being SO(3) is 
sufficiently small to be contained in SU(2) or in SU(3). As for 
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the rest of the isometry group, i.e. the translations, the space 
independence of (14) takes care of it trivially. 

The conclusion is that isotropy and homogeneity of the 
vacuum is possible for the theories considered and for the 
groups SU(2) or in SU(3), provided the space is flat. 

V. Introduction of Higgs Fields and Breakdown of the 
isolropy and Homogeneity of the Vacuum. 

The fact that the rotational invariance of the vacuum, in the 
construction of chapter iV, depended on the possibility cf 
performing a gauge transformation each time we performed a 
rotation, pjggests that if one were to spontaneously break the 
gauge symmetry, a simultaneous breaking of the rotational 
invariance of the vacuum would take place. In what follows, we 
will see how this is exactly what takes place in a simple 
example. 

For this purpose, consider in the simplest example of SO(3) 
local gauge invariance, adding to (5). the action density of a 
triplet of Higgs 'ields 0a, a = 1,2,3. SH = I(g)1/ZXH. where 

* H - P n *)a(D» •JaflT + U(«t>a*a) (16a) 

O V J a - a u f c + e-taAiib*: < 1 6 b ) 

Notice that in (16b) we have set the gauge coupling constant 
to one. Since the gauge coupling has non trivial dimensions if A .̂, 
is taken to be dimensionless ( A ^ will be taken to be 6,^). This 
means that we have choosen a certain unit of lenth in what 
follows. 

Now let us consider (16) in the presence of the external field 
Ana " 5(ia. which implies also that g^v = S)iV. We will find 
solutions neglecting the backreaction of the field $a on A^a first. 
We expect some of the qualitative aspects of the solution to 
remain even if the backreaction is considered as we will 
discuss latter. 

As a result of the fact that A„a = 8„a is only invariant under 
combined gauge and space rotations, it is easy to see that the 
resulting equations exhibit a mixing of internal and space 
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indices as it is manifest from the form of the form of the 

covariant derivative: (D,^)., - (D , ^ ) , - d^a + ejbcA^ife -

9(i 4>a + eanc 4>c • l l 's useful therefore to follow a notation that 

identifies space indices with group indices as for example with 

the identification x <-»1, y«-»2, z *-» 3, 

We are going to look for solutions that satisfy the following 

requirements: 

4»i=<l>i(z).<l>2«<Mz).4)3-0 

Under the conditions (17), the contribution to %H originating 

from the covariant derivatives of <f>a with respect to the 

"transverse" directions i - 1,2 isXj (Dj0)a(Dj0)a. To evaluate 

this, notice that for the form (17) (Dj<f>)a - EajC0c * ° ' f a * 3 a r | d 

(Di<t>)3 - e3ic0C> so that £|(Dj0)a(Dj (j>)a = e^0C£ 3 i d0 d - 0C0C=( 0, )2 + ( 

(t>2)2. Therefore Ej (Dj0)a(Dj0)a acts here like a mass term with a 

mass 1 (that particular value for the mass results from the 

special choice of units implicit in our conventions), under the 

restriction (17). It is useful to define the effective potential 

Ueffas 

Ue« - (Oi ) 2+(<te) 2 + U(«t>a<y 

Also one can check directly from the equations of motion 

that the term 2j (Dj0)a(D|0)a ack here like a mass since the 

contribution to the equations of motion is of the form 

2S i (D i D i 0) a -2 0a. 

It is clear that we can satisfy the equations of motion 

obtained from the local variation of (16) with respect to 0a, if 

(D3D3<t>)a » 0, provided 0a0a » (0 , ) 2 + (02)2 - constant, so that 

considering Ueff as a function of p = ( ( ^ ) 2 + ((fe)2)1'2. the 

constant value of p being choosen so that dUeff(p)/dp vanishes. 

We assume the shape of Ueff(p) to be such as to allow a minimum 

at p * 0. (D3D30)a = 0 can of course be satisfied if (D30)a = 0, 

which implies 

(d^/dz) = 02, (d0z/dz) = - 0, 

which implies also that (d20,/dz2) = (d02/dz) = - 0, and similarly 
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(d^ /dz 2 ) - - 4*2. Taking into account also that (<t>,)2 + ((fe)2 -

constant (which is also a consequence of (19)), we get the 

following solution: 

<)»,(2) - vcos(z), <fe(z) - vsin(z), (fe - 0 

(v2 being the minimum of U.H( (fa)2 + (fe)2)). 

Notice that in this vacuum, <f>a as given by (20) is spacially 

inhomogeneous, But A ^ - {\,a is spacially homogeneous. By a 

gauge transformation, the spacial inhomogeneity of <j>a can be 

eliminated, but then A ^ (and also F ^ ) aquires spacial 

inhomogeneity, so that the inhomogeneity cannot be eliminated 

at the same time from all quantities by means of a gauge 

transformation. This can also be seen by the observation that 

gauge invariany quantities like F^a^a are inhomogeneous. 

In (20) we have not taken into account the back reaction on 

the gauge field A^, but we don't see any reason whatsoever to 

indicate that the consideration of such backreaction effect 

could possibly eliminate the spontaneous breakdown of the 

homogeneity and isotropy displayed by this solution, which is 

the qualitative feature we want to ilustrate here. 

The configuration (20) resembles the "helicoidal cholesteric 

phase" (with <|>a having a similar role to the order parameter that 

defines the dielectric constant), which is used in the 

description of a certain phase of liquid crystals*11> (also the 

dynamical equations derived from (16) when A ^ - 8^a , resemble 

those of the order parameter in the liquid crystal). 

In the study of such crystals, it has been discovered that 

these types of configurations dominate the free energy under 

certain conditions, but under other (obtained by changing certain 

parameters), one gets lower free energies for localized solitons. 

Introducing an ensemble of such solitons we get the lowest free 

energy state the "foggy" or "gray" phase of the crystal!11). It 

would be interesting to see whether similar effects take place 

in geometric QCD3 when coupled to a Higgs field in the way 

described here. 

VI. Generalizations to other models with gauge field 
condensation. 
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Many aspects discussed in this paper in the context of 

geometric QCD3 are shared with models that do not have general 
coordinate invariance, but that have the property of having a 
vacuum where gauge fields undergo condensation. 

In ordinary QCD3, gauge field condensation takes place for 
example'9). The analysis of how this is it possible to construct a 
vacuum state which is homogeneous and isotropic up to a gauge 
transformation can be applied to this case also. 

Furthermore, given that in ordinary QCD3 gauge field 
condensation takes place, if we were to introduce spontaneous 
symmetry breaking of the gauge symmetry, through the 
introduction of a Higgs field expectation value, but while 
mantaining the property of vacuum condensation of the model, it 
would follow that the effects discussed in the section V would 
apply to this case, i.e., we would have here the spontaneous 
breakdown of the homogeneity and isotropy of the vacuum 
induced by the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the gauge 
symmetry due to a Higgs field expectation value. 

VII. Generalization of Geometric QCD to four and 
other wen dimensions 

The possibility of constructing a metric field totally out of a 
non abelian gauge field associated with a compact group, in the 
sense explained in section IV, seems to be a special feature of 
odd dimensionalities. 

If we however are willing to introduce additional degrees cf 
freedom, like a new neutral vector field v„ in addition to the non 
abelian one A^, then in 3+1 dimensions we can construct for 
example the following metric tensor 

ds2 - g„v dxe dxv = -(v„ dxf)* + h^v dxf dxv (21 a) 
where 

Wv = 0V)-1 = (e"M F ^ F ^ - 2 e ^ * ve Fmlie™™ ve ,Fm.K.a (21 a) 

ĝ v as defined by (21) does indeed transform as a tensor and is 
| symmetric. Notice that we have choosen to construct a 3+1 

dimensional Minkowski space: h^dx^dx* represents a three 
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dimensional euclidean spc.ce orthogonal to v,,, while -(v,, dxf)2 

represents a time-like additional dimension. 
gMV as given by (21) can be given a dynamics, like the one 

defined by the action S - -(IBicGJ-'Jf-g^FUg,^). i-e. Einstein's 
action, but where v„ and A^ are the dynamical variables. 

In this case, g„v - T|„V - diag(-1,1,1,1) is a solution, which 
requires condensation of both electric and magnetic field 
strengths. It shares the property of gauge field condensation 
with QC04 (for papers where this is studied see Refs. 12). 

Here however, there is in such ground state a breakdown of 
Lorentz invariance, which is not there as a symmetry of the 
vacuum, not even up to a gauge transformation. 

It is clear that such construction can be generalized to 5+1 
and higher even dimensionalities. 
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